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ABSTRACT MAR 0 6 J998

The magnetic-to-nuclear scattering intensity ratio observed in the scatteringVHoO|l|>pfer-rich
precipitates in irradiated pressure vessel steels is much smaller than the value of 11.4 expected for a
pure copper precipitate in iron. A model for precipitates in pressure vessel steels which matches the
observed scattering typically incorporates manganese, nickel, silicon and other elements and it is
assumed that the precipitate is non-magnetic. In the present work consideration is given to the effect of
composition gradients and ferromagnetic penetration into the precipitate on the small angle scattering
cross section for copper-rich clusters as distinquished from conventional precipitates. The calculation is
an extension of a scattering model for micelles which consist of shells of varying scattering density. A
discrepancy between recent SANS scattering experiments on pressure vessel stells was found to be related
to applied magnetic field strength. The assumption of cluster structure and its relation to atom probe

^— FIM findings as well as the effects of insufficient field for magnetic saturation is discussed. ,

"* INTRODUCTION

£ d r * J Small angle neutron scattering (SANS) analysis is used for precipitate characterization of irradiation-
f *^ induced copper-rich clusters in nuclear reactor pressure steels [1,2,3]. These data have contributed to the
^ » understanding the effects of operating temperature effects, life-time predictions, and annealing effects.
JT*^^ The interpretation of small angle scattering is based on precipitate models which are consistant with
j * - ^ atom probe field ion microscopy (APFIM). However, a discrepancy exists between SANS interpretation
^ j^J of precipitate composition on one hand and micro-chemical APFIM observation on the other. It has been
t^ J observed that the magnetic-to-nuclear scattering ratio in neutron scattering is low compared to that
C j ^ y ^ which would be calculated with precipitate concentrations observed with APFIM. Two considerations
^ are treated in this paper. One is the calculation of scattering from atom clusters - as distinquished from

conventional precipitates - and the other is the evaluation of effects due to a lack of full magnetic
saturation on the separation of nuclear and magnetic scattering effects. The calculations primarily
illustrate methods for interpretation of SANS results that are not conventionally used. These
calculation are limited to the simple binary iron-copper system but the methods can be easily extended
to precipitate structures in pressure vessel steels.

SCATTERING THEORY

The macroscopic scattering cross section for unpolarized neutrons from copper-rich precipitates in an
iron matrix in a magnetized state is written (4)

—(Q) = WJ.V
r,{ApwFw + sin a-ApMFM\ (1)

where Q is the scattering vector, 4jtsin(0)/A,, with 0 the Bragg scattering angle, and A, is the neutron
wavelength, d£/dQ(Q) is the scattering cross section in absolute units, Np is the number density of
precipitates, Vp is the precipitate volume, Ap^M/ Ap^Nare the nuclear and magnetic scattering
densities, F^N, F^M, are the nuclear and magnetic scattering structure factors. The sin^a factor arises
from the scattering interaction between the neutron and the atomic magnetization of the scattering
material,

sin2 oc = 1 — (K-eY (2)

where K is the unit magnetization vector and e is the unit diffraction vector and a is the angle between
the two unit vectors. The scattering densities are given by the nuclear or magnetic scattering amplitude
per volume and are usually calculated on a per atom basis. The structure factor for a uniform spherical
precipitate of radius R is ,
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The scattering density contrasts for a uniform copper precipitate in iron for nuclear and magnetic
scattering density respectively are ApN=l.47x10'^ and ApM=5.07xl0'^. The copper precipitate is
assumed to have no magnetic scattering so magnetic scattering arises from the magnetization of the iron
matrix alone.

To investigate some alternative assumptions in the scattering theory, the effects of scattering from a
distributed or "fuzzy" cluster and the effects of incomplete magnetic saturation in the scattering sample
are examined. The structure of fuzzy cluster is considered in a recent paper on Monte Carlo sumulations
of copper precipitation in dilute iron-copper alloys by Soisson et al. (5). A fuzzy cluster is taken to
mean a distribution of solute with a fixed composition over an inner core which is "dressed" with a
slowly decreasing density of solute on the outside. The form factor is calculated using an extension of
the method used for shell-like structures found in micelle colloids. In a later section, the effects of
incomplete magnetization are estimated with the use of a simple representation of domain orientations
in a partially saturated magnet.

Fuzzy Cluster Scattering

If a scattering object is represented by a series of spherically symmetric shells of fixed scattering
density, pn , the structure factor for such a spherical micelle can be written (6),

+(p*-po)V roK,<2) (4)
where

The calculation is extended by the following substitution ,

(6,

so that the calculation of the structure factor with a continuously varying scattering density shells can
be written,

The scattering density of a single cluster where it is represented by a simple polynomial,

(8)

(9)

The structure factor for the cluster is written,

(10)

The integration is written
4np0{cosQR(24d-2bQ2-6Q2R-12dQ2R2) +

s\nQR(lcQ + 24dQR-bQ3R-2cQ3R2-3dQ3R3)}/Q6 (11)

and the integral is obtained by evaluation between the upper and lower limits of R.
The scattering densities in Fig 1. represent the distribution of copper with varying precipitate

core radii. The maximum radius is chosen in each case to so that the core and the "dressing" region
enclose the same amount of copper.
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Figure. 1. The scattering densities shown on the left represent cluster structures in which
the solid core is "dressea' with a continuously decreasing density of copper. The solid core
radius varies from zero to l.Oin steps of 0.25. The resulting scattering on the right results
in a decrease in intensity as the core decreases. The result in this case does not reduce the
magnetic-to-nuclear scattering ratio if it is assumed that the non-mangetic character of the
cluster is unchanged.

Magnetic penetration is represented by a quadratic form for magnetic density where the
magnetization extends from the iron matrix into the precipitate while decaying to zero with a
quadratic dependence. Three boundary conditions are used which set the density equal to that
of iron at the maximum radius and zero at the limiting penetration radius. The derivative of
the density is set to zero at the maximum. Fig. 2 shows the reduction of scattering in the
scattering vector range of 0 to 4 nm'1 and the maximum radius is 1 nm. If the nuclear scattering
were assumed to be fixed , then a reduction of the magnetic to nuclear scattering ratio by a factor
of about two could be achieved with a penetration to a radius of 0.75 nm.
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Figure 2. The magnetic scattering density profiles show varying magnetic penetrations into the
precipitate. The magnetic scattering is reduced as a result of the penetration. This suggests a possible
mechanism for reducing the magnetic-to-nuclear scattering ratio.

Partially Saturated Magnetic Scatterer

The scattering from each precipitate or cluster is assumed to occur within a magnetic domain. The
magnetization of these domains may vary over a An solid angle. The number of domains with
magnetization in the range (j) to <J>+A<{>
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Figure 2. The magnetization distribution is shown for a-values which represent an series going from
low magnetization to higher magnetization. The length of the arrow is the magnetization in the
direction of the arrow.

The unit diffraction vector is e and the unit magnetization vector is K. The magnetic interaction is
given in Eq. 2 above and is evaluated for a specific diffraction vector azimuthal angle allowing the
magnetization vector to vary over 4TC. For an unmagnetized sample the calculation is

| | ( l - ( /c-e) Isin (13)

The unit diffraction vector is written e = cosai +sinaj, where the diffraction vector is taken to be
in the plane of the detector with the incident beam normal to the detector plane. The unit
magnetization vector is written

k = cos <t> • i + sin 0 cos i) • j + sin <j> sin r\ • k (14)

Figure 3. The magnetic scattering variation for several magnetizations goes from a full sinusoidal variation for perfect
magnetization to a constant scattering level for zero magnetization. The reduced variations still follow a sin2a
dependence.The magnetization values are shown in the inset.
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Figure 3. The magnetic scattering variation for several
magnetizations goes from a full sinusoidal variation
for perfect magnetization to a constant scattering level
for zero magnetization. The reduced variations still
follow a sin^a dependence.The magnetization values
are shown in the inset.
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Figure 4. The maximum and minimum scattering (solid
lines) is plotted as a function of the magnetization
(defined in eqn. 24). The ratio of the difference
between the maximum and minimum, "M", to the
minimum, "N", is the apparent magnetic-to-nuclear ratio
which varies strongly as magnetization approaches
unity. This suggests that a very large error could be
made in interpretation of the scattering if the sample
were not fully saturated.



The angle § is measured relative to the x-axis and the angle T| is a rotation about the x-axis. Then

(k • e) = cos2 <(> cos2 a + sin2 0 sin2 a cos2 7j +

2 cos <p sin <f> cos a sin a cos T;

For the partially saturated case represented by the domain distribution function,

. , , 2;r* f(l--cos20cos2a) .
IM(a;a) = —J ^— —-*-s

7 i (a-cosa)

(15)

- J sin040 (16)
(a-cosa)

The magnetization, given by the average projection of magnetization along the x-axis, is written,

M = a
7

(17)

Figure 3 shows the variation of the nuclear and magnetic scattering. The magnetic scattering contains a
constant intensity contribution which looks like nuclear scattering. Figure 4 shows the variation of the
maximum and minimum in the calculated scattering of Figure 3. The difference between the limits,
labled "M", goes to a limit of 11.6 for full saturation. The nuclear scattering shown at the bottom of the
graph as a dotted line is 1.0. The apparent magnetic to nuclear scattering ratio is calculated from the
max-min difference at a given magnetization divided by the minimum and is plotted as a dashed line.
The increase in this ratio as saturation is reached is very rapid and suggests that full saturation is
critical for an accurate separation of the magnetic scattering from the nuclear scattering.

DISCUSSION

A plausible model for copper precipitates combines the distributing of solute into a diffuse shell
surrounding a uniform core along with a partial magnetic penetration into the cluster. The
magnetization drops from that of iron at the outer radius of the cluster to zero at some distance into the
cluster. Fig. 5 illustrates this case where the nuclear scattering for a fuzzy cluster with a core radius of
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Figure 5. One example of combining the model of a fuzzy cluster, labled N (core radius=0.75) and
magnetic penetration, labled M (penetration = 0.25) results in a limited change in the scattering ratio
(long dashed line). The "reduction" in the effective size of the nuclear and magnetic scattering object
nearly cancels out any ratio change. Note the reduction in the intensity values.



0.75 was combined with the magnetic scattering for magnetic penetration to a radius of 0.75. The ratio
in fact shows only a small reduction. The two intensities are significantly reduced, however.

The representation of the precipitates as a copper-rich clusters reduces the nuclear scattering
intensity. And the magnetic scattering is unaltered if is assumed that the entire cluster is non-magnetic.
A rmagnetic/nuclear ratio reduction would require a deep magnetic penetration in these clusters.

The magnetic domain structure based on the simple orientation distribution model in this paper
demonstrates that significant errors of interpretation occur when the scattering sample is not fully
saturated. This problem is amplified in the iron-copper case where the magnetic-to-nuclear ratio is
very high. Such systematic errors can be avoided by first measuring the scaatering behavior as a
function of field.

CONCLUSIONS

It is suggested that of the two effects discussed in this paper, the lack of magnetic saturation of the
SANS scattering sample may be the more likely factor in explaining some of the differences between
the APFIM and SANS interpretation. Extending the cluster scattering model to include the
consideration of ternary and higher constituants with micro-segrated shells could provide a direction for
refined analysis. Cluster structure obtained from microscopy or micro-chemical computations could then
be used as input to the analysis and thereby improve the quantification of precipitate analysis. In
extending the analysis of cluster structure, one must measure scattering over a larger range of scattering
angle so that details at higher spatial resolution can be examined.
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